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owboy heroes sparked the first fires
of adventure riding for many from
my generation. In western movies we saw them walking their sweaty
horses into camp after the beans and
bacon had been eaten, and the coffee
had grown cold. They made do with
hard biscuits and beef jerky and shared
their seemingly endless wisdom with the
settlers who in many cases had given up hope
of continuing onward. Rivers had to be forded;
mountain passes crossed and trails blazed.
The adventure spirit burned hot in their guts
and could only be quenched by travel. The
horse they rode, their kit and rifle were all they
needed to do their job. The horse and gear
have changed but the mission remains
the same for motorcyclists who long to
explore. Urban cowboys are saddling
up, ferreting out the old trails, reading
signs and showing the rest of us the
way to adventure!
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t brunch the other day, a friend asked me to define an “adventure rider.” My
tough and somewhat spindly lookfriend doesn’t know a lot about motorcycles yet, he teaches youngsters
ing motorcycles, compared to the
to play golf. In fact, he was Tiger Woods’ first golf coach. When a man with
big Harley Davidsons and British
Rudy Duran’s credentials asks you a question, you naturally want to get it right.
bikes that ruled the day. They really
In the 1980 romantic drama Urban Cowboy, Debra Winger’s character,
came of age in the late 1960s with
“Sissy,” goes looking for love in all the wrong places, specifically in Gilley’s
Yamaha’s DT1 and, in 1972, the
honky-tonk where western wannabes gather to dance, drink, pick up memHonda XL250 “Motosport,” the first
bers of the opposite sex, and ride the mechanical bull—predecessor to the
Japanese single cylinder, streetF800GS, in case you’re looking for a connection. Her taste in a man can be
legal, four-stroke “enduro” of the
summed up in her first words to John Travolta’s character, “Bud.”
modern style. Cycle Magazine said
“Are you a real cowboy?”
this about Honda’s new creation in
His answer might sound a lot like our own when somebody asks, “Are you
their April 1972 issue:
a real adventure rider?” Bud strikes to the heart with his iconic Travolta smile.
“Once again Honda has produced
“Well, that depends on what you think a real cowboy is.”
a dirt bike that is perfect for the
Although the criteria for a “real” cowboy may vary, they are likely to include
off-road enthusiast who wants a
boots, a hat, and a horse. What one does could range from wrangling cows or
civilized bike that requires no huge
fence building… to carrying the occasional classy lady over a mud puddle…
maintenance hassle, doesn’t use
but not likely over a threshold.
a great amount of fuel, and isn’t
But what constitutes a “real” adventure rider? To many he is a giant of a man
required to get him across really bad
with the super-human skills required to muscle a 600-pound fire-breathing,
country in any particular hurry.”
steroid-boosted overland behemoth around the world, a daunting figure to
In their October issue that same
emulate. Consider globe riders like Helge Pedersen, who wrestled his BMW
year Cycle reversed their “no particR80GS through Central America’s Darien Gap; Ted Simon, whose account of
ular hurry” comment when Ronnie
his four-year journey around the world on a Triumph was a bestseller as JupiJones won the Virginia City Grand
ter’s Travels; or even Robert Pirsig, a philosopher whose book Zen and the Art
Prix, by completing all 10 laps over
of Motorcycle Maintenance has been read by more non-riders than riders.
“a rugged, 16-mile, half-scramble,
Of course, any discussion of modern adventure riding would not be comhalf-motocross affair.” His near-stock
plete without mention of Charley Boorman and Ewan McGregor’s The Long
XL250 was the first of only
Way Round, in which two well-heeled actors took the ultimate world tour on
73 bikes to finish the
BMW R1150GSAs, followed by film crews and a doctor in four-wheel drive verace which began
hicles. To their credit, many would never have heard of adventure riding were
with 170 entrants.
it not for the publicity of that ride. They followed up two years later with The
He took home a
Long Way Down by riding BMW R1200GSAs down the length of Africa. Nice
10-pound brick
work if you can get it.
of Comstock
Where Boorman and McGregor’s ride represents the upper end of luxury adventure travel, there are countless stories of others who have ridden everything
from mopeds and Vespas to vintage iron through lands many of us have seen
only in National Geographic. These men and women are the essence of the
George Wyman
adventure rider. But what is the litmus test? Could it be about the bike?
crossed America
Adventure bikes are sometimes considered big brothers to “dual sport”
in 1903
motorcycles. But in many cases dual sports are just small adventure
bikes. Dual sport or “dual-purpose” is a relatively new term in the
world of motorcycling, a new twist on the exaggerated use of the
word “enduro” some 40 years ago when it took over “scrambler.” Think Honda 305 Scrambler, CL350, CL90, CL70 and
the like. This litany of labels could get tedious, but it is our
heritage, no one to blame but ourselves. The common
denominator is that they can be ridden on or off pavement. What will we call them next?
Before the terms “adventure rider” or “dual sport” were
coined, my generation rode those small displacement
enduros very long distances indeed. They were often
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“The possibilities are infinite for the wanderer
willing and able to venture beyond the highway.”
silver for his efforts on what was brought onto the market as a play bike. Ver“Impressive,” the bicyclist resatility is a virtue for the adventure rider and the XL250 was proving its worth.
sponded, saving his own story until
Even though these machines were built for the short haul and easily coneveryone was listening. “Where did
verted to all-out race bikes, riders were setting off into the unknown, seeking
you start?”
all sorts of adventure. Jon Penton, who might be considered the father of
“Arctic Circle,” the humble traveler
KTM, recognized few limitations for these early enduros. He routinely rode his
replied.
two-stroke 175cc NSU to races around the country, often won, and then rode
Thinking the man must have been
it home again. Would he be considered an adventure rider?
using more conventional means of
In 1903 George A. Wyman pushed, pulled, dragged and cajoled his 1902
mobility, the cyclist commented,
“California” motorcycle from San Francisco to New York City. The trip spanned
“Nice trip. How’d you get here?”
50 days and came even before the first automobile made a similar accomReaching down for his well worn
plishment. It is interesting to note that the automobile crossing took longer
backpack, previously unnoticed by
than Mr. Wyman’s. In 1902 there were no real roads crossing the United
the bicyclist, the traveler walked toStates. More than half of Wyman’s route stuttered along the ties and railroad
ward the door. Looking back he said
sidings of the Trans Continental Railroad. His words tell us something of the
simply, “I walked… you?”
sense of adventure he must have felt as he retraced the routes of wagon
So then, does adventure riding contrains along the immigrant trail.
sist of long trips involving elements
“From Creston to Rawlins there is nearly 30 miles of downgrade, and, as it is
of danger and is it reserved for those
a fairly good highway of gravel, I made lively time over it. After leaving Creston
with enough time and money to be
there come Cherokee and Daly’s ranch before you get to Rawlins, and it was
gone for weeks or months at a stretch?
between these places, both mere railroad points, that I got the picture of the
Not necessarily. Last fall my wife and I
abandoned prairie schooner that was printed in Motorcycle Magazine.”
joined another couple for a hike in the
I rode a piece of Wyman’s route on my BMW R1200GSA last summer. TurnTexas Panhandle. Naturally, we rode
ing east at the northwest corner of the Bonneville Salt Flats, I discovered a sign
our motorcycles to the trailhead. My
indicating that if I was to continue I would retrace the last 100 miles of track laid
wife tells this part the best.
by the Union Pacific Railroad in 1869. How could I resist? Ghosts of the Chinese
“It is a perfect late autumn day.
and Irish steel drivers waved me on as I whisked past old wooden trestles and
Seventy-two degrees, calm winds,
through narrow cuts blasted 150 years ago to join our nation. I could only
bright sun shining as we motor along
imagine the jarring poor Wyman must have endured as he bounced along the
on our dual sport machines. We are
railroad ties day after day, driven on by the spirit of adventure.
cruising back roads through the Texas
British author Lois Pryce rode her tiny Yamaha XT225 from Alaska to the
panhandle, not normally one’s first pick
tip of South America. In her book, Lois on the Loose, she makes light of the
for scenery if the view from Interstate
hardships of her journey, laughing at situations that would turn less commit40 is any indication. After a long weekted riders home with their tails between their panniers. This fiery redhead
end of hiking, camping, and riding with
mocked us all with her nonchalant attitude towards the rigors of solo motorfriends, we are in no hurry to get home
cycle touring.
and we have the whole day to make
Any travel is worth bragging rights and beats sitting at home. But be carethe remaining 200 miles between us
ful how and to whom you brag.
and the real world of alarm clocks and
While pedaling my bicycle across the northern tier of the United States,
dirty dishes. Golden leaves rise up to
I heard of another bicyclist who was feeling full of himself. He was riding
chase us as we ride beneath oaks and
his mountain bike from southern New Mexico to Tierra del Fuego and had
cottonwoods. Puffs of raw cotton litter
stopped in a bar in Costa Rica. Along the way he had been successful at
the roadside and white-crested stalks
directing conversation to his own brave adventure by asking others about
stand in neat rows in the fields like
their vacations. He raised an eyebrow when a scruffy, soft-spoken young man
coarse-combed snow. I ask myself, ‘Does
responded by stating that he was traveling to the same destination.
life get any better than this?’
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“As if in answer to my silent question, a diamond-shaped
• Have you ever left the pavement and ducked through a
yellow sign appears ahead. Suddenly, the charcoal asphalt
canopy of trees because you have always wondered where
morphs into brick-red West Texas dirt. ‘Pavement Ends,’ says
that old road went?
the sign, redundantly. Stopping only long enough to dis• Does your EKG respond in direct proportion to the spacing
engage the ABS, we pass the sign, cross a cattle guard and
of contour lines on a map?
wind our way down from the plateau of the Llano Estacado,
• Have you ever aired down to ease the ride a little or to
over the Caprock escarpment, and onto the open range. Our
improve traction?
minds shift modes from relaxed cruising to alert attentive• Have you ever carried a tow strap, fixed a broken chain
ness. We center our concentration on the road, watching for
or wiped off your license tag so it could be seen through the
ruts, holes, mud, and sand. Our nether regions get a break as
dirt… or left it so it couldn’t?
we stand up on the foot pegs, engaging our legs as anatomi• Do you wear boots when you ride because you hate getcal suspension components and increasing our vision over
ting spear-grass stuck in your socks?
the hills and canyons. Bill spies an abandoned ranch house a
• Do you check your trip gauge before leaving on a Saturday
quarter-mile off our path and we pause to check it out. Crossride so you know how far you can go on the gas in your tank?
ing a ditch, we ride narrow, overgrown two-track through the
• Have you ever parked in the middle of the road to take
pasture to the house, which we explore for awhile, wondera pee because you know in your heart that nobody else has
ing who lived here and why they left. We poke around, snap
passed by for days?
a few photos and move on. After basking in this back road
If you can see yourself in any of these scenarios, you
bliss for a couple more hours, we wheel onto the pavement
might just be a real adventure rider. Now go on, pack your
and settle in for the remainder of our homeward journey.
bags, throw a leg over your machine and follow that trail.
“These side trips represent the essence of why we ride
Who knows where it might lead… who really cares?
these capable machines. Such sights are seldom seen by
anyone but ranchers, cows, coyotes or the deer who call
this place home, and no one would suspect so much adventure lurks just over the horizon from the passing lane
Bill Dragoo rides so he can write and writes so he can ride.
on the interstate. Consider that this is the Texas Panhandle
He has ridden over much of the US, across Mexico (recently,
where the highway traveler perceives only flatlands,
despite warnings to stay home “where it’s safe”), Costa
feedlots and refineries. Now ponder the rich and obvious
Rica, parts of China and Italy and, in 2010 at the age of
beauty of the mountains and oceans, rolling hills, forests,
55, competed for the United States in BMW’s International
canyon lands and deserts of North America and beyond.
GS Trophy competition in South Africa, Swaziland and
The possibilities are infinite for the wanderer willing and
Mozambique on BMW’s 30th
able to venture beyond the highway.”
Anniversary F800GS. He and
Adventure riding is a state of mind. It is where the
his lovely wife Susan make
motorcycle takes our spirits as much as our bodies. The
their home in the center of
machine is just a mode of travel, fast or slow, big loads
the world (as Bill calls it),
or small, camping or staying in motels. Adventure
Norman, Oklahoma.
riding is your own personal journey. A real
adventure rider knows this. If you are
still uncertain where you stand,
then ask yourself:

Lois Pryce and her
indefatigable XT225
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